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Meromorphic quotients for some holomorphic
G-actions (version 2).

Daniel Barlet∗.

08/02/ 2016

Abstract. Using mainly tools from [B.13] and [B.15] we try to make a first step
to obtain a “Transcendental Geometric Invariant Theory”, that is to say to study
conditions for the existence of “meromorphic quotients” for a holomorphic actions
of a complex Lie group G on a reduced complex space X. In this article we give
necessary and sufficient conditions [H.1] [H.2] and [H.3] on the G−orbits’ configu-
ration in X in order that a holomorphic action of a connected complex Lie group G
on a reduced complex space X admits a strongly quasi-proper meromorphic
quotient. Under these conditions a canonical (minimal) such quotient exists and
it factorizes in a canonical way any G−invariant meromorphic map defined on X.
In order to show how these conditions can be used, we apply this characterization
to obtain that, when G = K.B with B a closed complex subgroup of G and K a
real compact subgroup of G, the existence of a strongly quasi-proper meromorphic
quotient for the B−action implies the existence of a strongly quasi-proper mero-
morphic quotient for the G−action on X, assuming moreover that the action of B
on X satisfies the condition [H.1str] on a G−invariant dense subset; we prove also
that this last condition is automatically satisfied for G when K normalizes B and
when [H.1str] [H.2] and [H.3] are satisfied for B. We also give a similar result when
the connected complex Lie group has the form G = K.A.K where A is a closed
connected complex subgroup and K is a compact (real) subgroup assuming that
the A−action satisfies the hypothesis [H.1str] on a G−invariant open set Ω1, the
hypothesis [H.2] on a G−invariant open set Ω0 ⊂ Ω1 and [H.3].
We prove the existence of a natural holomorphic map between the two meromorphic
quotients of X for the actions of B and G (resp. of A and G) when they exist and
we discuss the properness of this map.
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1 Introduction

In this article we explain how the tools developed in [M.00], [B.08], [B.13] and
[B.15] can be applied to produce, in suitable cases, a meromorphic quotient of a
holomorphic action of a connected complex Lie group G on a reduced complex
space X. This uses the notion of strongly quasi-proper map introduced in loc.
cit. and our first goal is to give three hypotheses, called [H.1], [H.2], [H.3], on the
G−orbits’ configuration in X which are equivalent to the existence of a strongly
quasi-proper meromorphic quotient, notion defined in the section 1.2.
The proof of this equivalence is the content of proposition 2.7.1 and theorem 2.8.1.
Then we give a sufficient condition [H.1str], asking the existence of a G−invariant
set Ω1 ⊂ X which is dense, Zariski open and “good” for the action, to satisfy the
condition [H.1].
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Note that the conditions [H.1] [H.2] [H3] introduced in section 2.7 only depend on
the G−orbits’configuration in X, but the condition [H.1str] depends on the action
of G on X itself.
The existence theorem for a strongly quasi-proper meromorphic quotient under our
three assumptions is applied to prove the following result:

Theorem 1.0.1 Assume that we have a holomorphic action of a connected com-
plex Lie group G on a reduced complex space X. Assume that G = K.B where K
is a compact (real) subgroup of G and B a connected complex closed subgroup of G.
Assume that the action of B on X satisfies the condition [H.1str] on a G−invariant
Zariski open dense subset Ω in X1, and the conditions [H.2] and [H.3]. Then the
G−action satisfies [H.1str], [H.2] and [H.3]; so it has a strongly quasi-proper mero-
morphic quotient.

A first variant of this result is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1.0.2 Assume that we have a holomorphic action of a connected complex
Lie group G on a reduced complex space X. Assume that G = K.B where K is
a compact (real) subgroup of G and B a connected complex closed subgroup of G.
Assume that K normalizes B and that the B−action satisfies the conditions [H.1str],
[H.2] and [H.3]. Then the G−action satisfies the conditions [H.1str], [H.2] and [H.3]
and so has a strongly quasi-proper meromorphic quotient.

Here is a second result obtained by a similar method.

Theorem 1.0.3 Let G be a complex connected Lie group and assume that there
exists a closed connected complex subgroup A and a compact (real) subgroup K such
That G = K.A.K. Assume the we have a completely holomorphic action of G on
an irreducible complex space X and that the action of A on X satisfies the following
properties :

i) There exists a G−invariant open set Ω1 in X such that the hypothesis [H.1str]
holds.

ii) There exists a dense G−invariant open set Ω0 ⊂ Ω1 such [H.2] holds.

iii) The hypothesis [H.3] holds.

Then [H.1str], [H.2] and [H.3] hold for the action of G on X. So there exists a SQP
meromorphic quotient of X for the G−action.

Of course the hypothesis G = K.A.K is more “general” than the case G = K.B.
But the hypothesis of this last theorem is more restrictive for the action on X of
the closed connected complex subgroup A of G : we ask also the G−invariance of

1This precisely means that there exists a G−invariant dense Zariski open set in X which is a
“good open set” for the B−action (see section 2.5)
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the dense open subset Ω0 of Ω1 (the open set Ω0 is defined in the condition [H2]).

We conclude this article with two results relating the SQP meromorphic quotients
for the actions of B and G (resp. of A and G) when they exist:

1. The existence of a holomorphic map h : QB → QG (resp. QA → QG) between
the corresponding quotients.

2. The existence under the hypotheses of the theorem 1.0.1 (resp. the theorem
1.0.3) of a G−invariant dense Zariski open set Ω disjoint from the centers of
the modifications, such that the corresponding map hΩ : qB(Ω)→ qG(Ω) (resp.
hΩ : qA(Ω)→ qG(Ω)) is proper.

2 Strongly quasi-proper meromorphic quotients.

2.1 Preliminaries.

For the definition of the topology on the space Cfn(X) of finite type n−cycles in X
and its relationship with the topology of the space Clocn (X) we refer to [B-M] ch.IV,
[B.13] and [B.15].
For the convenience of the reader we recall shortly here the definitions of a geometri-
cally f-flat map (f-GF map) and of a strongly quasi-proper map (SQP map) between
irreducible complex spaces and we give a short summary on some properties of the
SQP maps. For more details on these notions see [B.13] and [B.15].

Definition 2.1.1 Let π : M → N be a holomorphic map between two irreducible
complex spaces and let n := dimM−dimN . We shall say that π is a geometrically
f-flat map (a f-GF-map for short) if the following conditions are fulfilled:

i) The map is quasi-proper equidimensional and surjective.

ii) There exists a holomorphic map ϕ : N → Cfn(M)2 such that for y generic3 in
N the cycle ϕ(y) is reduced and equal to the set-theoretic fiber π−1(y) of π at y.

A holomorphic map π : M → N between two irreducible complex spaces will be
strongly quasi-proper (SQP map for short) if there exists a modification4

τ : Ñ → N such that the strict transform5 π̃ : M̃ → Ñ of π by τ is a f-GF map.
A meromorphic map M 99K N will be called strongly quasi-proper when the
projection on N of its graph is a SQP map.

2That is to say a f-analytic family of finite type n−cycles in M parametrized by N .
3A dense subset in N of such y is enough here, thanks to the proposition 3.2.2 of [B.15].
4A modification is, by definition, always proper.
5By definition M̃ is the irreducible component of M×N Ñ which dominates Ñ and π̃ is induced

by the projection.
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Note that a f-GF map has, by definition, a holomorphic fiber map and that a
SQP holomorphic (or meromorphic) map has a meromorphic fiber map via the
composition of the holomorphic fiber map of π̃ with the (holomorphic) direct image
map for finite type n−cycles τ∗ : Cfn(M̃) → Cfn(M). Of course, a SQP holomorphic
map is quasi-proper, but the converse is not true. The notion of strongly quasi-
proper map is stable by modification of the target space, property which is not true
in general for a quasi-proper map having “big fibers” (see [B.15] for such an example).

Let π : M → N be a SQP map between irreducible complex spaces and define
n := dimM −dimN . By definition of a SQP map, we can find a Zariski open dense
subset N0 in N and a holomorphic map ϕ0 : N0 → Cfn(M) such that

i) For each y in N0 we have the equality of subsets |ϕ0(y)| = π−1(y).

ii) For y generic in N0 the cycle ϕ0(y) is reduced.

Let Γ ⊂ N0×Cfn(M) be the graph of ϕ0. Then, thanks to the theorem 2.3.6 of [B.13],
the closure Γ̄ of Γ in N × Cfn(M) is proper over N . Then, using the semi-proper
direct image theorem 2.3.2 of [B.15], this implies that Ñ := Γ̄ is an irreducible
complex space (locally of finite dimension) with the structure sheaf induced by the
sheaf of holomorphic functions on N × Cfn(M). Moreover the natural projection
τ : Ñ → N is a (proper) modification.
Let M̃ := M ×N,str Ñ the strict transform of M by τ , that is to say the irreducible
component of M×N Ñ containing the graph of the restriction π0 of π to the open set
π−1(N0)6. Then let π̃ : M̃ → Ñ the strict transform of π by the modification τ ; it is
induced on M̃ by the natural projection of M×N Ñ onto Ñ . The set-theoretical fiber
at ỹ := (y, C) ∈ Ñ of π̃ is the subset |C| × {ỹ} in M̃ . The map ψ : Ñ → Cfn(M̃)
given by (y, C) 7→ C×{ỹ} is holomorphic and satisfies |ψ(ỹ)| = π̃−1(ỹ) for all ỹ in Ñ .
Moreover ψ(ỹ) is a reduced cycle for generic ỹ in Ñ . So the map π̃ is geometrically
f-flat. It is the canonical f-GF-flatning of π.
Then we have an isomorphism induced by ψ

ψ : Ñ −→ Cfn(π̃)

where Cfn(π̃) := {C ∈ Cfn(M̃) / ∃ỹ ∈ Ñ s.t. |C| ⊂ π̃−1(ỹ)} is a closed analytic
subset of Cfn(M̃) (see [B.15] proposition 2.1.7.); the inverse map is induced by the
holomorphic map π̂ : Cfn(π̃) → Ñ which associates to γ ∈ Cfn(π̃) the point in Ñ
whose π̃−fiber contains γ (see loc. cit.).
The direct image of n−cycles by τ gives a holomorphic map τ∗ : Cfn(M̃) → Cfn(M)
which sends Ñ ' Cfn(π̃) in Cfn(π). Let us show that it is an isomorphism of Ñ onto
its image in Cfn(π) :
We have an obvious holomorphic map Ñ → Cfn(π) given by (y, C) 7→ C. We
have also a holomorphic map Cfn(π) → N × Cfn(M) given by C 7→ (π̂(C), C) where
π̂ : Cfn(π) → N is the map associating to C ∈ Cfn(π) the point y ∈ N such that

6This graph is a Zariski open set in M ×N Ñ which is irreducible as M an N are irreducible.
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|C| ⊂ π−1(y). This proves our claim.
Remark that the closed analytic subset Cfn(π) of Cfn(M) is not, in general, even lo-
cally, a complex space of finite dimension.

2.2 Action of G on Cfn(X).

Let G be a Lie group. We shall say that G acts continuously holomorphically
on the reduced complex space X when the action f : G ×X → X is a continuous
map such that for each g ∈ G fixed, the map x 7→ f(g, x) is a (biholomorphic)
automorphism of X. Then there is a natural action of G induced on the set Cfn(X)
of finite type n−cycles given by (g, C) 7→ g∗(C) where we denote g∗(C) the direct
image of the cycle C by the automorphism of X associated to g ∈ G. When G is
a complex Lie group and the map f is holomorphic we shall say that the action is
completely holomorphic.

Proposition 2.2.1 Let G be a Lie group acting continuously holomorphically on a
reduced complex space X. Then the action of G on Cfn(X) is continuously holomor-
phic. This means that the map

G× Cfn(X)→ Cfn(X) given by (g, C) 7→ g∗(C)

is continuous and holomorphic for each fixed g ∈ G.
If G is complex Lie group and the action is completely holomorphic, the action of
G on Cfn(X) is completely holomorphic; so, for any f-analytic family of n−cycles
(Cs)s∈S in X parametrized by a reduced complex space S, the family of n−cycles
g∗(Cs)(g,s)∈G×S parametrized by G× S is f-analytic.

Proof. First we prove the continuity of the action of G on Clocn (X). To apply the
theorem IV 2.5.6 of [B-M] it is enough to see that the map F : G × X → G × X
given by (g, x) 7→ (g, g.x) is proper. But if L ⊂ G and K ⊂ X are compact sets, we
have F−1(L×K) ⊂ L× (L−1.K) which is a compact set in G×X.
The only point left to prove the continuity statement for the topology of Cfn(X),
assuming that the continuity for the topology of Clocn (X), is obtained as follows :
Let W be a relatively compact open set in X and W be the open set in Cfn(X) of
cycles C such any irreducible component of C meets W . Then we want to show
that the set of (g, s) ∈ G × S such that g∗(Cs) lies in W is an open set in G × S.
As the topology of Cfn(X) has a countable basis7 it is enough to show that if a se-
quence (gν , sν) converges to (g, s) with g∗(Cs) ∈ W then for ν � 1 we have also
(gν)∗(Csν ) ∈ W . If this not the case, we can choose for infinitely many ν an ir-
reducible component Γν of (gν)∗(Csν ) which does not meet W . Up to pass to a
sub-sequence, we may assume that the sequence (Γν) converges in Clocn (X) to a cycle

7This is a corollary of the fact that this is true for Clocn (X) (see [B-M] ch.IV) as the topology of
X has a countable basis of open sets; see the lemma 2.1.1 in [B.15] for details.
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Γ which does not meet W and is contained in g∗(Cs). This is a simple consequence
of the continuity of the G−action on Clocn (X) and the characterization of compact
subsets in Clocn (X) (see [B-M] ch.IV). As any irreducible component of g∗(Cs) meets
W this implies that Γ is the empty n−cycle. This means that for any compact K
in X there exists an integer ν(K) such that for ν ≥ ν(K) we have Γν ∩ K = ∅.
Choose now a compact neighbourhood L of g(K). For ν large enough we shall have
K ⊂ g−1

ν (L). This comes from the fact that the automorphisms g−1
ν converge to g−1

in the compact-open topology. Then this implies that for ν ≥ ν(L) the irreducible
component g−1

ν (Γν) of Csν does not meet K. Then, when sν → s the cycles Csν
does not converge to Cs for the topology of Cfn(X) because we have some “escape
at infinity” in a well choosen sub-sequence. Contradiction. �

Lemma 2.2.2 Let π : M → N be a SQP map between irreducible complex spaces.
Assume now that a Lie group H acts continuously holomorphically on M and N
and that π is H−equivariant for these actions. Let τ : Ñ → N be the canonical
modification giving the canonical f-GF flatning of π and let π̃ : M̃ → M be the
strict transform of π by the modification τ . Then Ñ and M̃ have natural continuous
holomorphic actions of H such τ and π̃ are H−equivariant.
Moreover, if H is a complex Lie group and if it acts completely holomorphically on
M and N , it acts also completely holomorphically on M̃ and Ñ .

proof. Let N0 ⊂ N the open dense subset of points y in N such that y is normal
and π−1(y) is purely n−dimensional. Then N0 is H−stable because H acts on M
andN by bi-holomorphic automorphisms. As π is quasi-proper, the theorem IV 3.4.1
of [B-M] gives a holomorphic map ϕ0 : N0 → Cfn(M) such that, for each y ∈ N0, we
have |ϕ0(y)| = π−1(y), with ϕ0(y) reduced for y generic. Then the H−equivariance
of π implies the H−equivariance of ϕ0 for the action of H on Cfn(M) defined in
the proposition 2.2.1. So the graph Γ of ϕ0 is stable by the H−action and so is
its closure Ñ in N × Cfn(M). Then τ : Ñ → N induced by the first projection is
H−equivariant.
Now the strict transform of M̃ by τ is the closure in M ×N Ñ of the subset
π−1(N0 ×N N0) ' π−1(N0). As it is stable by the action of H, so is its closure,
and the map π̃ : M̃ → Ñ induced by the second projection is then H−equivariant.
The case where H is complex and acts completely holomorphically on M and N
follows from the previous proposition. �

We shall also use the following simple tool from the cycle’s space.

Proposition 2.2.3 Let M be a reduced complex space and (Xs)s∈S the tautolog-
ical f-continuous family of d−dimensional finite type cycles parametrized by a com-
pact subset S in Cfd (M). Let (Ct)t∈T be the tautological family of n−dimensional
cycles in M parametrized by a compact subset T ⊂ Clocn (M) . We assume the fol-
lowing condition:
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• There exists a dense subset T ′ in T such that each Ct, t ∈ T ′, is non empty
and equal to the union of some Xs. (@@)

Then the property (@@) is satisfied for any t ∈ T and T is in fact a compact subset
of Cfn(M).

Proof. First remark that, as S is compact in Cfd (M), there exists a compact set
L ⊂M such that any irreducible component of any Xs meets L.
Let (tm)m∈N be a sequence of points in T ′ converging to a point t ∈ T and denote
by Cm the cycle Ctm for short and Ct = C∞. Now choose for each m an irreducible
component Γm of some Xsm contained in Cm. Remark that this is possible
because tm ∈ T ′ implies that (@@) holds. Up to pass to a sub-sequence, we may
assume that Γm converges in Cfd (M) to a cycle Γ which is not empty (it contains
at least a point in L) and is included in |C∞|. So C∞ is not the empty cycle.
Let x be a generic point of an irreducible component D of C∞. Then, up to
pass to a sub-sequence, we may choose a sequence (xm) of points respectively in
Cm which converges to x. Choose for each m an irreducible component Γm of
some Xsm ⊂ |Cm| which contains xm. This is possible again because of condition
(@@) holds. Now, again up to pass to a sub-sequence, we may assume that the
sequence (Γm)m∈N converges in Cfd (M) to a cycle Γ containing the point x
and contained in |C∞|. Note that |Γ| contains an irreducible component of some
|Xs∞| containing x, as we may assume, by compactness of S, that the sequence (sm)
converges to s∞ ∈ S. Then we have |Xs∞| ⊂ |C∞|. As D is the only irreducible
component of C∞ containing x, it contains at least an irreducible component
of |Xs∞ | containing x, and so D meets L. So we have proved that C∞ is
not the the empty n−cycle and that any irreducible component of C∞ meets the
compact set L. This is enough to conclude thanks to the corollary 2.1.3 in [B.15]. �

2.3 f-GF holomorphic quotient.

We shall consider a complex connected Lie group G and a completely holomorphic
action of G on an irreducible complex space X.

Definition 2.3.1 We shall say that the action of G on X has a quasi-proper GF
holomorphic quotient, (a f-GF holomorphic quotient for short), when there
exists a G−invariant quasi-proper geometrically flat holomorphic map q : X → Q
onto a reduced complex space Q such that each fiber of q is set-theoretically equal to
an orbit of G in X.

Remark. Assume that G is connected and that we have a G−invariant open set
U and a GF surjective holomorphic map q : U → Q to a reduced complex space
such that for each x ∈ U we have the set-theoretic equality q−1(q(x)) = G.x. Then
the map q is quasi-proper: let y := q(x) be any point in Q and let V (x) be a rela-
tively compact open neighbourhood of x in U . As the map q is open, q(V (x)) is an
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open neighbourhood of y and for any y′ ∈ q(V (x)) there exists x′ ∈ V (x) such that
q−1(y′) = G.x′. So the fiber q−1(y′) meets the compact set V̄ (x) of U , proving the
quasi-properness of the map q. �

Proposition 2.3.2 In the situation of the definition above there exists a holomor-
phic map, where we have defined n := dimX − dimQ,

Φ : X −→ Cfn(X)

with the following properties

i) The subset Qu := Φ(X) of Cfn(X) is a closed analytic subset of finite dimension
(so an irreducible complex space) with the complex structure sheaf induced by
the structure sheaf of Cfn(X)8.

ii) The map idX × Φ : X → X × Cfn(X) induces an isomorphism of X on the set-
theoretic graph of the tautological family of finite type n−cycles in X parametrized
by Qu.

iii) There is a canonical isomorphism θ : Q→ Qu such the diagram

X
q //

qu   

Q

θ
��

ϕ

##
Qu

i // Cfn(X)

commutes, where ϕ is the holomorphic map classifying the fibers of the f-GF
map q and where Φ = qu ◦ i = q ◦ ϕ.

Conversely, if there exists a holomorphic map Φ : X −→ Cfn(X) such that for each
x ∈ X we have |Φ(x)| = G.x then Qu := Φ(X) is a closed analytic subset in Cfn(X)
of finite dimension and the map qu : X → Qu induced by Φ is a f-GF holomorphic
quotient for the G−action on X.

Proof. The theorem 3.1.9 of [B.15] gives that the classifying map ϕ : Q→ Cfn(X)
for the fibers of the f-GF map q is a proper holomorphic embedding. As Φ := q ◦ ϕ
and q is surjective, this gives the fact that Qu is a closed locally finite dimensional
subset of Cfn(X) and that the map θ : Q→ Qu induced by ϕ is an isomorphism.
Then the map idX ×Φ sends X to the set-theoretic graph of the tautological family
of finite type n−cycles in X parametrized by Qu. The inverse map is given by the
projection on X, so it is an isomorphism on this graph9. The point iii) is now clear.
The converse is consequence of the theorem 2.3.2 of [B.15] as soon as we proved the
following claim:

8Recall that a continuous function g : U → C on an open set U ⊂ Cfn(X) is holomorphic if
and only if for any holomorphic map f : S → U of a reduced complex space S in U the composed
function f ◦ g is holomorphic on S.

9Note that, as the generic fiber of qu is a reduced cycle, the cycle-graph is also reduced.
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• the holomorphic map Φ is semi-proper.

Consider first the case of a non empty cycle C0 ∈ Cfn(X), C0 6∈ Φ(X). There exists
two points x, y ∈ |C0| such that y 6∈ G.x. Then choosing two adapted n−scales
Ex, Ey to C0 such that x and y are respectively in the domains of Ex and Ey with
degEx(C0) ≥ 1 and degEy(C0) ≥ 1. Then any cycle which is near enough to C0

in Cfn(X) has the same degrees in these adapted scales. But as Φ(x) 6= Φ(y) there
exists two disjoint G−invariant open sets U and V in X containing respectively x
and y. If we choose Ex to be a scale on U and Ey to be a scale on V we know
that each cycle near enough to C0 cannot be an orbit (set-theoretically) so is not in
Φ(X).
Let now C0 = Φ(x) and let W be an open relatively compact neighbourhood of x
in X. Let W be the open set in Cfn(X) of cycles C such any irreducible of C meets
W . Then we have the equality Φ(X) ∩W = Φ(W̄ ) ∩W : if C = Φ(y) is in W then
G.y has to meet W by definition ofW and so there exists z ∈ W such that z ∈ G.y.
But then G.z = G.y and we have |Φ(z)| = |Φ(y)|. But then Φ(y) = Φ(z) as the
cycles in Φ(X) are disjoint or equal; and we have find a z ∈ W̄ with Φ(z) = Φ(y),
proving our claim. �

Remark. It is easy to see that if, for x generic in X, the cycle Φ(x) is not reduced,
there exists an integer k ≥ 2 such that, for x generic in X we have Φ(x) = k.[G.x].
Then, as X is irreducible, there exists a holomorphic map Φ1 : X → Cfn(X) such
for any x ∈ X we have Φ(x) = k.Φ1(x) and we can replace Φ by Φ1 and then, for
generic x in X, the cycle Φ(x) is reduced.

The following obvious corollary of the proposition 2.3.2 will be useful.

Corollary 2.3.3 If X admits a f-GF holomorphic quotient q : X → Q for the
G−action, the map q is unique up to an unique isomorphism of Q. �

Lemma 2.3.4 Let (Ωi)i∈I be a collection of G−invariant open sets in X such that
for any i ∈ I and any x ∈ Ωi the orbit G.x is a closed set (resp. a closed analytic
subset) in Ωi. Then for each x ∈ Ω := ∪i∈I Ωi the orbit G.x is a closed set (resp. a
closed analytic subset) in Ω. Moreover, if any orbit is a closed analytic subset in Ω,
the subset

Z := {(x, y) ∈ Ω× Ω / G.x = G.y}

is a locally closed analytic subset in Ω × Ω as soon as its intersection with Ωi × Ωi

is a closed analytic subset of Ωi × Ωi for each i ∈ I.

Proof. Let x ∈ Ω and y ∈ G.x∩Ω. Let j ∈ I such that y belongs to Ωj. Choose
an open neighbourhood V of y in Ωj. Then V ∩ G.x is not empty. But if z is in
V ∩ G.x we have z ∈ Ωj and also G.x = G.z lies in Ωj. As G.x is closed in Ωj we
conclude that y is in G.x and so G.x is closed in Ω. The assertion on analyticity is
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obvious.
Consider now the open set

B := {(x, y) ∈ Ω× Ω / ∃i ∈ I such that x ∈ Ωi and y ∈ Ωi}.

Then Z ∩B is closed in B and is clearly analytic in this open set. �

Corollary 2.3.5 Assume that we can cover the G−space X by a family of by
G−invariant open sets (Ωi)i∈I such that for each i ∈ I we have a f-GF holomorphic
quotient qi : Ωi → Qi. Then if the family of closed sets (∂Ωi)i∈I is locally finite in
X, the open G−invariant dense set X ′ := X \ ∪ı∈I ∂Ωi has a f-GF holomorphic
quotient q : X ′ → Q′.

Proof. First remark that if X admits a holomorphic f-GF quotient q : X → Q
then for any G−invariant open set Ω ⊂ X the restriction of q to Ω induces a
holomorphic f-GF quotient qΩ : Ω → QΩ := q(Ω) because the map q is open and
Ω = q−1(q(Ω)) as Ω is G−invariant and so q−saturated.
Note also that, as X is countable at infinity, we may assume that I is countable.
For any (i, j) ∈ I2 such that the open set Ωi ∩ Ωj is not empty, the G−invariant
open set Ωi ∩ Ωj has two holomorphic f-GF quotients :

qi|Ωi∩Ωj
: Ωi ∩ Ωj → Qi,j := qi(Ωi ∩ Ωj) and

qj |Ωi∩Ωj
: Ωi ∩ Ωj → Qj,i := qj(Ωi ∩ Ωj)

thanks to our first remark. Then we have a canonical isomorphism θi,j : Qi,j → Qj,i,
and again by the uniqueness assertion of the previous corollary we have

θi,j ◦ θj,k ◦ θk,i = id on Ωi ∩ Ωj ∩ Ωk ∀(i, j, k) ∈ I3.

So there exists a, may be non Hausdorff, locally reduced complex space Q obtained
by identifying Qi,j to Qj,i via θi,j in the disjoint union of the Qi, i ∈ I and a holo-
morphic map q : X → Q such that its restriction to Ωi is equal to qi for each i ∈ I.
It is then easy to see that the open subset Q′ of Q obtained by deleting the image in
Q of F := ∪ı∈I ∂Ωi is a Hausdorff reduced complex space : to see this, it is enough
to produce, for any distinct points x 6= y in X ′ a pair of disjoint G−invariant neigh-
bourhoods of x and y. If there exists i ∈ I such both are in Ωi this is a consequence
of the separation of the quotient Qi. If this is not the case, there exists i 6= j ∈ I such
that x ∈ Ωi\Ω̄j and y ∈ Ωj \Ω̄i. If V (x) and V (y) are open neighbourhoods of x and
y respectively in Ωi\Ω̄j and Ωj \Ω̄i, then G.V (x) and G.V (y) answer the question.�
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2.4 SQP meromorphic quotient.

Definition 2.4.1 A strongly quasi-proper meromorphic quotient, we shall
say a SQP-meromorphic quotient for short, for a completely holomorphic action
f : G × X → X of a complex Lie group G on an irreducible complex space X will
be the following data:

1. a G−modification10 τ : X̃ → X with center Σ.

2. a G−invariant holomorphic f-GF map q : X̃ → Q where Q is a (irreducible)
complex space.

3. an analytic G−invariant subset Y ⊂ X containing Σ, with no interior point
in X.

We shall denote Ỹ := τ−1(Y ), Ω := X \ Y, Ω̃ := τ−1(Ω) and Q′ := q(Ω̃). Note that,
as q is an open surjective map, Q′ is open and dense in Q.
Now we ask that these data satisfy the following properties:

i) The restriction to Ω of the map τ−1 ◦q is a f-GF map onto the dense open set
Q′ in Q and there is an open dense subset Q′′ in Q′ such that the holomorphic
map Ω1 := (τ−1 ◦ q)(Q′′)→ Q′′ is a f-GF holomorphic quotient.

ii) There exists an open dense G−invariant subset Ω0 ⊂ Ω1 such that for each x̃
in Ω̃0 := τ−1(Ω0) the closure G.x̃ of G.x̃ in X̃ is exactly the reduced cycle
q−1(q(x̃)).

Note that, in general, the G−invariant f-GF map q : X̃ → Q is not a holomorphic
f-GF quotient of X̃ as the generic G−orbits are not closed in X̃. Also, in general,
the restriction of q to Ω is not a f-GF quotient (see the example below).

To illustrate this definition which seems a little complicate, let us look at the fol-
lowing very simple (algebraic) example.

Example. [from many discussions in Bochum] Let G := C∗ and X := P2 the
action given by t.(x0, x1, x2) := (t.x0, t

−1.x1, x2). Then there exist 3 fixed points
O := (0, 0, 1), P := (1, 0, 0), Q := (0, 1, 0) and 3 orbits which are the punctured lines
OP,OQ,PQ which are copies of C∗. The other orbits are the conics {x0.x1 = s.x2

2}
for s ∈ C∗.
The SQP meromorphic quotient for this action is given by the (quasi-proper) mero-
morphic map

q : P2 99K P1, (x0, x1, x2) 7→ (x0.x1, x
2
2).

The graph of this meromorphic map is the blow-up X̃ of P2 in the 3 points O,P,Q.
Then the G−invariant open dense subset Ω1 := P2\{(PQ)∪(OP )} ' C∗×C admits

10This means that we have a completely holomorphic G−action on X̃ and that the modification
τ is G−equivariant.
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a f-GF holomorphic quotient map (x, y) 7→ x.y.
Note that we can make another choice : Ω′1 := P2 \ {(PQ) ∪ (OQ)} ' C× C∗ with
the same map (x, y) 7→ x.y but now x may vanishes and y 6= 0.
Then we can choose the G−invariant open set

Ω0 := P2 \ {(PQ) ∪ (OP ) ∪ (OQ)} = Ω1 ∩ Ω′1.

Note that for (x, 0) ∈ Ω1 we have

τ(q−1(q(x, 0)) = G.(x, 0) ∪ (OQ) and τ(G.(x, 0)) ∪ {O} ∪ {P}

so q does not induce a f-GF holomorphic quotient on P2 \ {0, P,Q}. �

Remark. In the situation of a connected complex Lie group acting completely
holomorphically on an irreducible complex space X, the irreducibility of X gives
that the subset of points in X for which the stabilizer has a dimension strictly
bigger than the generic dimension is a closed analytic G−invariant subset Y0 in X
with no interior point. Then it is clear that any G−invariant open set Ω1 for which
there exists a f-GF holomorphic quotient has to be contained in X \ Y0. In fact the
G−invariant open dense subset X \ Y0 is the first and best “candidate” for such
an open set. But the example above shows that, even in the algebraic context,
assuming moreover that each orbit in X \ Y0 is a closed analytic subset in X \ Y0,
only some smaller open sets may have a f-GF holomorphic quotient.

Proposition 2.4.2 Let G be a complex connected Lie group which acts completely
holomorphically on an irreducible complex space X. Assume that we have a SQP
meromorphic quotient for this action, given by a G−modification τ : X̃ → X and a
G−invariant holomorphic f-GF map q : X̃ → Q.
Let ψ : Q→ Cfn(X) be the holomorphic map obtained by the composition of the fiber
map of the f-GF map q and the direct image map for n−cycles by the modification
τ . Define Qu := ψ(Q). Then we have the following properties:

1. Qu is a closed analytic subset in Cfn(X) which is an irreducible complex space
of finite dimension with the structure sheaf induced by the sheaf of holomorphic
functions on Cfn(X).

2. Let X̃u be the graph of the meromorphic map qu : X 99K Qu given by the
holomorphic map ψ ◦ q : X̃ → Qu and let τu : X̃u → X and qu : X̃u → Qu be
the projections on X and Qu respectively of this graph. Then (τu, qu) is also a
SQP meromorphic quotient for the given G−action.

3. For any SQP meromorphic quotient (τ, q) there exists a unique holomorphic
surjective map η : Q→ Qu such that the meromorphic maps q : X 99K Q and
qu : X 99K Qu satisfies η ◦ q = qu.
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Definition 2.4.3 In the situation of the previous proposition the SQP meromorphic
quotient for the given G−action defined by (τu, qu) will be called the minimal SQP
meromorphic quotient of this G−action.

So the proposition above says that the existence of a SQP meromorphic quotient for
the given G−action implies the existence and uniqueness of a minimal meromorphic
quotient for this G−action.

Proof of the proposition 2.4.2. To prove the point 1. we shall prove that
the map

ψ ◦ q : X̃ → Cfn(X)

is semi-proper. Let C 6= ∅ be in Cfn(X) and fix a relatively compact open set W in
X meeting all irreducible components of C. The subset W of Cfn(X) of cycles C ′

such that any irreducible component of C ′ meets W is an open set containing C.
Now q(τ−1(W̄ )) is a compact set in Q, as τ is proper. Take any y ∈ Q such that
C ′ := ψ(y) is in W . The point y is the limit in Q of points yν ∈ q(Ω̃0) such that
the fiber of q at y is limit in Cfn(X̃) of the fibers q−1(yν) = G.x̃ν where, for ν � 1,
we can choose x̃ν in Ω̃0 ∩ τ−1(W ). Up to pass to a sub-sequence, we may assume
that the sequence (x̃ν) converges to a point x̃ in τ−1(W̄ ). Then the continuity of q
implies that q(x̃) = y and C ′ is the limit of G.x̃ν . So |C ′| is in the image by ψ of
the compact set q(τ−1(W̄ )) and this gives the semi-properness of ψ ◦ q.
Now the direct image theorem 2.3.2 in [B.15] shows that Qu is an irreducible complex
space (locally of finite dimension) and the point 1. is proved.
Now, using the G−invariance of the map ψ ◦ q we see that Qu is point by point
invariant by the natural action of G on Cfn(X) defined in the proposition 2.2.1. Then
the graph X̃u of the G−invariant meromorphic map qu : X 99K Qu is G−stable in
X × Qu and the G−action induced on it makes the projection qu : X̃u → Qu

G−invariant and the projection τu : X̃u → X G−equivariant.
To prove the second point we have to show that the map qu : X̃u → Qu is a f-GF
map. By definition X̃u is the closure in X ×Qu of the graph of the map q|Ω0 where
Ω0,u := Ω0 is an open dense set in X such that for any point x ∈ Ω0 we have
ψ(q(x)) = G.x (as Ω0 is disjoint from the center of the modification τ we identify
via τ the open sets Ω0 and Ω̃0 := τ−1(Ω0)). Then, by irreducibility of Qu and X,
the closed analytic subset X̃u ⊂ X × Qu is equal to the graph of the tautological
family of cycles in X parametrized by Qu ⊂ Cfn(X). This will complete the proof of
the point 2. when we shall be able to find

i) A closed G−invariant analytic subset Ỹu with no interieur point containing
τ−1
u (Σu) where Σu is the center of the modification τu; then let Yu := τ(Ỹu).

ii) A dense G−invariant open set Ω1,u ⊂ X \ Yu such that the restriction of qu to
Ω1,u will give a f-GF holomorphic quotient for the action of G on Ω1,u.

These facts will be deduced from the point 3.
Now consider a SQP meromorphic quotient of the G−action given by the maps
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τ : X̃ → X and q : X̃ → Q. Then, by the construction in the proof of the
point 1, we know that ψ ◦ q(X̃) = Qu and then the map ψ ◦ q induces a surjec-
tive holomorphic map η : Q → Qu. Now X̃ is a G−equivariant modification of
the graph X̃0 of the G−invariant meromorphic map q : X 99K Q. Then, as X̃u

is the graph of the G−invariant meromorphic map qu : X 99K Qu the holomor-
phic map idX ×η : X × Q → X × Qu sends X̃0 to X̃u because this is true over
the dense open set Ω0 in X where the maps q and qu are holomorphic and satisfy
q−1(q(x)) = q−1

u (qu(x)) = G.x. This complete the proof of the point 3.
Now the composition of the holomorphic G−equivariant modifications X̃ → X̃0

and X̃0 → X̃u allows to define Ỹu and Ω1,u as the images of Ỹ and Ω1 by this
modification. �

Note that the subsets Ω0,u,Ω1,u and Ỹu, Yu are not intrinsically defined in X̃u.

Corollary 2.4.4 In the situation of the previous proposition, assume that another
Lie group H acts continuously holomorphically on X. Assume that the action of
H normalizes the action of G, that is to say that for any (h, x) ∈ H × X we have
h.[G.x] = G.(h.x). Then the minimal SQP meromorphic quotient of X for the
action of G is H−equivariant in the following sense:

• There are natural continuously holomorphic H−actions on X̃u and on Qu such
that the maps τu : X̃u → X and qu : X̃u → Qu are H−equivariant.

Moreover, if H is a complex Lie group and the action of H on X is completely
holomorphic, the natural actions of H on X̃u and Qu are completely holomorphic.

Proof. As H acts on Cfn(X) via (h,C) 7→ h∗(C) the only thing to prove is the
fact that X̃u ⊂ X × Cfn(X) is stable by the action of H. But, by definition of the
minimal SQP meromorphic quotient, X̃u is the closure in X × Cfn(X) of the set of
couples (x,G.x) for x in a dense G−invariant open set in X.
We have for such an x,

h.(x,G.x)) = (h.x, h∗(G.x) = (h.x, h.[G.x]) = (h.x,G.(h.x))

as h.[G.x] = G.(h.x) and the fact that H acts by complex automorphisms on X.
If H is a complex Lie group and the action of H on X is completely holomorphic,
its action on Cfn(X), Xu and Qu are also completely holomorphic. �

The next result shows that the minimal SQP quotient for a G−action on X factorizes
any G−invariant meromorphic map defined on X.

Theorem 2.4.5 Let G be a complex Lie group acting on a irreducible complex space
X with a minimal SQP meromorphic quotient τ : X̃ → X and q : X̃ → Q. Let
γ : X̃ → T be a G−invariant holomorphic map. Then there exists a holomorphic
map h : Q→ T such γ = h ◦ q.
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Moreover, for any G−invariant meromorphic map11 γ : X 99K T there exists a
G−equivariant modification θ : Z → X of X on which γ and q are holomorphic and
a holomorphic map H : Q→ T such that γ = q ◦H on Z.

The main ingredient to prove this theorem is the following lemma (see lemma 2.1.8
in [B.15] for a proof).

Lemma 2.4.6 Let U and B be open polydiscs in Cn and Cp and let F : U×B → CN

be a holomorphic map. For any positive integer k the subset S(F ) of H(Ū , Symk(B))
of the multiform graphs contained in a fiber of F is a closed banach analytic subset
of H(Ū , Symk(B)). Moreover, the map F̃ : S(F )→ CN given by the value of F on
X ∈ S(F ), is a holomorphic map on S(F ). �

Proposition 2.4.7 Let X be a reduced complex space and let (Cs)s∈S be a f-analytic
family of n−cycles in X parametrized by a reduced complex space S. Let h : X → T
be a holomorphic map and assume that the restriction of h to the set |Cs|, for s in
a dense set S ′ in S, is constant. Then there exists a holomorphic map H : S → T
such that for each s ∈ S we have |Cs| ⊂ h−1(H(s)).

Note that this means that the classifying map ϕ : S → Cfn(X) of the f-analytic family
(Cs)s∈S takes its values in Cfn(h) ; the holomorphic map H is then the composition
of ϕ with the natural holomorphic map h̃ : Cfn(h)→ T (see [B.15] prop. 2.1.7).

Proof. A local embedding of T in an open set in CN and the consideration of
finitely many adapted scales12 to a cycle Cs0 of the family allow to deduce the propo-
sition from the lemma above. �

The following corollary of the proposition 2.4.7 is immediate, as, by definition, the
fibers of a f-GF holomorphic map is given by a f-analytic family of cycles.

Corollary 2.4.8 Let q : X → Q a f-GF holomorphic map between irreducible com-
plex spaces. Let n := dimX − dimQ. If h : X → T is a holomorphic map such that
for y in a dense set in Q the restriction of h to the fiber q−1(y) is constant, then
there exists a holomorphic map H : Q→ T such that h = q ◦H. �

Proof of the theorem 2.4.5. Let σ : Z → X̃ be the strict transform of the
modification θ : Y → X given by the projection of the graph of γ on X by the
modification τ : X̃ → X. As these two modifications are G−equivariant, this is also
the case for σ, and the maps q and γ are holomorphic on Z. The generic fiber of q
is the closure of a G−orbit in X̃, so it is contained in a fiber of γ as G is connected.

11By definition that means that there exists a G−equivariant modification θ : Y → X and a
G−invariant holomorphic map γ̃ : Y → T corresponding to the projections of the graph of γ.

12Here the quasi-properness over S of the graph of the family is used in a crucial way in order
that a finite number of adapted scales are enough to determine, locally on the parameter space,
the cycles of the family .
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Then the corollary 2.4.8 applies and we have on Z the factorization γ = q ◦H where
H : Q→ T is a holomorphic map. �

2.5 Good points, good open sets.

Let X be a reduced complex space and G be a connected complex Lie group. Let
f : G×X → X be a completely holomorphic action of G on X. We shall often
note g.x := f(g, x) for g ∈ G and x ∈ X.

Definition 2.5.1 We shall say that a point x ∈ X is a good point for the
action f if the following condition is satisfied

• For each compact set K in X there exists an open neighbourhood V of x
and a compact set L in G such that if y ∈ V and g ∈ G are such that
g.y ∈ K, there exists γ ∈ L with γ.y = g.y

We shall say that the action of G on X is good when each point in X is a good
point. If Ω is a G−invariant open set in X, we shall say that Ω is a a good open
set for the action f when all points in Ω are good points for the G−action given
by f restricted to Ω.

Remarks.

1. If x ∈ X is a good point, then, for any g0 ∈ G, g0.x is also a good point:
for K given, choose g0.V as neighbourhood of g0.x and the compact set
L.g−1

0 ⊂ G to satisfy the needed conditions.

2. Consider Ω′ ⊂ Ω two G−invariant open sets in X and assume that x ∈ Ω′ is
a good point in Ω. Then x is a good point in Ω′.
So, if Ω is a good open set, Ω′ is also a good open set.

3. But conversely, if x ∈ Ω′ ⊂ Ω is a good point in Ω′, it is not true, in general,
that x is a good point in Ω. So if Ω is a good open set, points in Ω are not
in general good points for the action on X.

4. If M is a compact set of good points in X for any compact set K in X we can
find a neighbourhood V of M in X and a compact set L in G such that for
any point y ∈ V and any g ∈ G such that g.y ∈ K there exists γ ∈ L with
γ.y = g.y. This is easily obtained by a standard compactness argument. We
shall say that a compact set of good points is uniformely good.

Lemma 2.5.2 Let x be a point in X. Then x is a good point for the G−action
on X if and only if the map FX : G × X → X × X given by (g, x) 7→ (x, g.x) is
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semi-proper at each point of {x} ×X. As a consequence a G−invariant open set Ω
in X is a good open set for the G−action if and only if the map FΩ : G×Ω→ Ω×Ω
given by (g, x) 7→ (x, g.x) is semi-proper.

Proof. Let x ∈ X be a good point and fix any z ∈ X. To prove that the map
FX is semi-proper at (x, z) choose compact neighbourhoods V0 and K of x and z
in X and apply the definition of a good point to the compact set K. So we can
find a neighbourhood V of x, that we may assume to be contained in V0, and a
compact set L in G such that for any y ∈ V such that g.y ∈ K we have a γ ∈ L
with g.y = γ.y. Then we have FX(G×X) ∩ (V ×K) = FX(L× V0) ∩ (V ×K) and
L× V0 is a compact set in G×X.
Conversely, assume that the map FX is semi-proper at each point of {x}×X. Take
a compact set K in X and apply the semi-properness to each point (x, z) where z
is in K. For each z ∈ K we obtain open neighbourhoods Vz and Wz of x and z in
X and a compact set Lz ×Mz in G×X such that

FX(G×X) ∩ (Vz ×Wz) = FX(Lz ×Mz) ∩ (Vz ×Wz).

Extract a finite sub-cover W1, . . . ,WN of K by the open sets Wz and define the
compact set L := ∪i∈[1,N ]Lzi and the neighbourhood V := ∩i∈[1,N ]Vzi of x. Then if
y is in V and g.y is in K there exists i ∈ [1, N ] such that g.y ∈ Wi. As y is in Vi we
can find a γ ∈ Lzi ⊂ L with FX(g, y) = FX(γ, y) and this implies that x is a good
point. The second assertion is an easy consequence of the first one. �

Lemma 2.5.3 Let G be a connected complex Lie group. Let f : G×X → X be
a completely holomorphic action of G on a reduced complex space X. Consider a
countable family (Ωi)i∈I of good open sets for f and the family (Fi)i∈I of closed sets
in Ω := ∪i∈IΩi defined by Fi := ∂Ωi ∩ Ω. Let F := ∪i∈IFi. Then any point in the
dense set Ω \ F of Ω is a good point in Ω.

Proof. Of course Ω is a G−invariant open set in X as a good open set is
G−invariant by definition. Then F ∩Ω is a G−invariant set in Ω which is a count-
able union of nowhere dense closed sets in Ω. So Ω \ F is a dense Gδ in Ω. Now let
x ∈ Ω \ F and K be a compact subset in Ω. Choose a sub-covering (Ω)i, i ∈ [1, N ]
of K by some open sets Ωi, i ∈ [1, N ] and let i ∈ [1, p], p ∈ [0, N ] the subset of
i ∈ [1, N ] such that x is in Ωi. Choose now a compact neighbourhood V of x such
that V is contained in ∩pi=1Ωi and such that V ∩Ωj = ∅ for each j ∈ [p+ 1, N ]. This
is possible because x is not in ∂Ωj for j ∈ [p + 1, N ]. Remark that if y is in V and
g.y is in K, by the G−invariance of Ωj we have g.y 6∈ Ωj for each j ∈ [p + 1, N ].
So let K̃ := K \ ∪Nj=p+1 Ωj. This is a compact set in ∪Ni=0Ωi. Choose now compact

sets K1, . . . , Kp such that Ki ⊂ Ωi and such that K̃ ⊂ ∪pi=1Ki. For each i ∈ [1, p],
as x is in Ωi and as Ki is a compact set in Ωi which is a good open set, there exist
an open neighbourhood Wi ⊂ V of x and a compact set Li in G such that for any
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y ∈ Wi and any g ∈ G such that g.y is in Ki there exists a γ ∈ Li with γ.y = g.y.
Let W := ∩pi=1Wi and L := ∪pi=1Li. If now y ∈ W and g ∈ G are such that g.y is in
K, then first we have g.y which is in K̃. If g.y is in Ki0 as y is in Wi0 there exists
γ ∈ Li0 ⊂ L such that g.y = γ.y. This shows that any x in Ω \ F is a good point in
the G−invariant open set Ω. �

Remarks.

1. If the family (Fi)i∈I is locally finite in Ω then Ω \ F is a dense good open set
in Ω.

2. As Ω is countable at infinity (it is an open set in a complex space), if the family
(Ωi)i∈I is not countable, it is always possible to find a countable sub-family
(Ωi)i∈I′ such that Ω = ∪i∈I′ Ωi.

Proposition 2.5.4 Let G be a connected complex Lie group. Let f : G×X → X
be a completely holomorphic action of G on a reduced complex space X. Then we
have the following properties :

i) If x is a good point for f the orbit G.x is a closed analytic subset of X.

ii) If x is a good point for f and if (G.x)∩K = ∅ where K ⊂ X is a compact
set, there exists a neighbourhood V of x in X such that (G.x′) ∩K = ∅
for any x′ in V (x′ is not assumed here to be a good point).

iii) If x is a good point for f there exists a neighbourhood V of x such that
any good point x′ ∈ V has an orbit which is a closed analytic subset of the
same dimension than G.x.

iv) Let Ω be a good connected open set in X which is normal and let n be
the dimension of G.x for x ∈ Ω. Then there exists a holomorphic map13

ϕ : Ω→ Cfn(Ω) given generically by ϕ(x) := G.x as a reduced n−cycle in Ω.

v) When we have a good open set Ω in X which is normal, there exists a quasi-
proper GF holomorphic quotient of Ω for the action restricted to Ω.

Proof. We already proved that x is a good point if the map G → X given by
g 7→ g.x s semi-proper in lemma 1.3.2. Now Kuhlmann’s theorem [K.64], [K.66]
gives that fx(G) = G.x is a closed analytic subset of X. This proved i)

Assume ii) is not true ; then we have a compact set K such that (G.x) ∩K = ∅
and a sequence (xν)ν∈N converging to x and such that (G.xν)∩K is not empty

13Recall that this means that we have an f−analytic family of n−cycles in Ω parametrized by
Ω.
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for each ν. Fix a compact neighbourhood K̃ of K such that (G.x) ∩ K̃ = ∅. This
is possible thanks to i). Pick a point yν = limα→∞ gν,α.xν in (G.xν)∩K for each
ν. Up to pass to a subsequence we may assume that sequence (yν) converges to
y ∈ K when ν → +∞. So, for α ≥ α(ν), we can assume that gν,α.xν is in K̃. But,
as x is a good point, for the given compact set K̃ there exists a neighbourhood
V of x and a compact set L ⊂ G as in the definition. We may assume that xν
is in V for ν ≥ ν0 and so we may find, for ν ≥ ν0, α ≥ α(ν), elements γν,α ∈ L
such that limα→∞ γν,α.xν = yν ∀ν ≥ ν0.
Up to pass to a sub-sequence for each given ν ≥ ν0, we may assume that the sequence
(γν,α)α converges to some γν ∈ L. And again, that the sequence (γν) converges to
some γ ∈ L. So the continuity of f gives yν = γν .xν → γ.x = y ∈ K̃ giving a
contradiction because we assume (G.x) ∩ K̃ = ∅. This proves ii).

Let E := (U,B, j) be a n−scale on Ω adapted to the n−cycle G.x. Then the
compact set K := j−1(Ū × ∂B) does not meet G.x, by definition of an adapted
scale. Using ii), there exists a neighbourhood V of x such that for any x′ ∈ V
we have (G.x′) ∩ K = ∅. As for a good point x′ ∈ V we know that G.x′ is a
closed analytic subset, the n−scale is then adapted to G.x′. This implies that the
dimension of G.x′ is at most equal to n. But the semi-continuity of the dimension
of the stabilizers implies that the dimension of G.x′ ' G

/
St(x′) is at least equal

to n = dim(G
/
St(x)). This proves iii).

Remark that for any x′ ∈ V such that G.x′ ∩ Ω is a (closed) analytic subset in Ω,
the previous proof shows also that G.x′ ∩ Ω is of dimension n.

To prove iv) fix a good connected open set Ω and define

Z := {(g, x, y) ∈ G× Ω× Ω / y = g.x.}

This is a closed analytic subset in G × Ω × Ω. It is isomorphic to G × Ω by the
projection (g, x, y) 7→ (g, x) and so the projection p : Z → Ω × Ω is semi-proper,
thanks to the lemma 2.5.2. Its image p(Z) is then a closed analytic subset of
Ω×Ω by Kuhlmann’s theorem [K.64], [K.66], which is a generalization of Remmert’s
theorem [R.57] to the semi-proper case. But now the projection

π : p(Z)→ Ω

is n−equidimensional, thanks to iii), and has irreducible generic fibers on a normal
basis Ω. So its fibers (with generic multiplicity equal to 1) define an analytic family
of n−cycles of X parametrized by Ω. It is clearly f−analytic because each fiber
is irreducible14 and we have an holomorphic section because each x lies in G.x.
To prove v) let us prove that the holomorphic map ϕ : Ω → Cfn(Ω) classifying the
fibers of p(Z) is semi-proper. Fix a non empty cycle C ∈ Cfn(Ω) and choose a point
xi, i ∈ [1, k], in each irreducible component of |C|. Let W a relatively compact open

14But some multiplicities may occur.
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neighbourhood of {x1, . . . , xk} in Ω and letW be the open set in Cfn(Ω) of cycles such
that each irreducible component meets W . Let C ′ be in W ∩ϕ(Ω); we know that if
C ′ = ϕ(z) we have |C ′| = G.z. So G.z has to meet W and we can choose y in the
compact set W̄ such that |C ′| = |ϕ(y)|; but the equality of supports implies equality
of cycles in this family. So ϕ(z) = ϕ(y). This gives the semi-properness of ϕ. Now
the semi-proper direct image theorem 2.3.2 of [B.15] implies that the image Q of
ϕ is a locally finite dimensional reduced complex space. Moreover, it parametrizes
a f-analytic family of n−cycles in Ω which cöıncides generically with the reduced
G−orbits. Then the holomorphic map q : Ω → Q is a quasi-proper GF holomor-
phic quotient for the action f on Ω as each fiber of q is set-theoretically a G−orbit.�

2.6 Nice points.

We consider a connected complex Lie group G and a completely holomorphic action
of G on a reduced complex space X given by a holomorphic map

f : G×X → X.

Define the closed analytic subset

Z := {(g, x, y) ∈ G×X ×X / y = g.x}

and let p : Z → X × X the natural projection. Remark that Z is isomorphic to
G×X and that the projection p : Z → X ×X is equivalent, via this isomorphism,
to the map f × id : G×X → X ×X given by (g, x) 7→ (g.x, x).

Definition 2.6.1 We shall say that a couple (x, y) ∈ X × X is a good couple
when there exists open neighbourhoods V (x) and V (y) respectively of x and y in X
and a compact subset L in G such that for any x′ ∈ V (x), any y′ ∈ V (y) and any
g ∈ G such that y′ = g.x′ there exists γ ∈ L with y′ = γ.x′.

Remarks.

1. A couple (x, y) is good if and only if the map p : Z → X ×X is semi-proper
at the point (x, y), and then it is semi-proper at any point in V (x)×V (y). So
the set of good couples in X ×X is an open subset.

2. A couple (x, y) is good if and only the couple (y, x) is good.

3. Assume that the couple (x, y) is good ; then, with the notation of the previous
definition, for any x′ ∈ V (x) the subset G.x′ ∩V (y) is a closed subset in V (y).
Also for any y′ ∈ V (y), G.y′ ∩ V (x) is closed in V (x).

4. If a couple (x, y) is good, then for any (g1, g2) ∈ G×G, the couple (g1.x, g2.y)
is a good couple. So the subset of good couple in X×X is (G×G)−invariant.
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5. For any point x ∈ X the subset Ω(x) := {y ∈ X / (x, y) is a good couple} is
an open G−invariant subset in X. Moreover, the open set Ω(x) only depends
on the orbit G.x of x.

In order to obtain a canonical G−invariant open set in X on which there exists (at
least locally) a f-GF holomorphic quotient we shall introduce the following notion.

Definition 2.6.2 We shall say that a point x in X is a nice point when the couple
(x, x) is a good couple.

Note that nice points in X are points corresponding via the diagonal embedding
δ : X → X ×X to the intersection of the set of good couples with the diagonal.
So the subset of nice points is a G−invariant open set in X (may be empty !).
We have the following characterization of nice points in X.

Lemma 2.6.3 A point x ∈ X is a nice point if and only there exists a G−invariant
open set U containing x such that x is a good point in U .

Proof. For any x ∈ X the subset Ω(x) is a G−invariant open set, and x is a
nice point in X if and only if x is in Ω(x) by definition. Let us show that in this
case x is a good point in Ω(x). Then take any compact set K in Ω(x). For any
y ∈ K the couple (x, y) is a good couple, so there exist Vy(x), V (y), respectively
open neighbourhoods of x and y in Ω(x) and a compact set Ly in G such that for
any x′ ∈ Vy(x), y′ ∈ V (y) such that y′ = g.x′ for some g ∈ G, there exists γ ∈ Ly
with γ.x′ = y′. Extract a finite sub-cover of the open cover of the compact K by
the V (y), y ∈ K corresponding to the points y1, . . . , yN . Let W (x) := ∩Ni=1Vyi(x)
and L := ∪Ni=1 Lyi . Then for any x′ ∈ W (x) and any g ∈ G such that g.x′ = z is in
K, as there exists i ∈ [1, N ] such that z ∈ V (yi) and as x′ is in Vyi(x) we can find
γ ∈ Lyi ⊂ L with γ.x′ = z. So x is a good point in Ω(x).
Conversely, if x is a good point in the G−invariant open set U in X, let V be a
relatively compact open neighbourhood of x in U . Let K := V̄ . As x is a good
point in U , for the compact set K in U we may find V (x) an open neighbourhood
of x in U and a compact set L in G such that for any x′ ∈ V (x) and any g ∈ G such
that g.x′ lies in K we can find γ ∈ L such that γ.x′ = g.x′. As we may assume that
V (x) is contained in V we see that the couple (x, x) is a good couple thanks to the
choices V (x), V (x) and L. �

Corollary 2.6.4 A point x ∈ X is a nice point if and only it is contained in a good
open set in X.

Proof. As the set of nice points in X is open, we can find a compact neigh-
bourhood V of x such that any couple (x′, y′) ∈ V × V is a good couple. Now
define

Ω(V ) := {y ∈ X / ∀x′ ∈ V the couple (x′, y) is good}.
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Then Ω(V ) is a G−invariant open set in X and the interior V0 of V is an open set
of good points in Ω(V ). Then the G−invariant open set G.V0 is a good open set
containing x. The converse is obvious thanks to the previous lemma. �

The next proposition summarizes the relations between the several definitions given
above.

Proposition 2.6.5 Let Ω be a G−invariant open set in X. Then the following
properties holds:

i) A point x ∈ Ω is a good point in Ω if and only if Ω ⊂ Ω(x).

ii) Ω is a good open set if and only if Ω × Ω is contained in the open set of good
couples in X × X. This implies that each point of Ω is a nice point but also
(see i)) that Ω ⊂ ∩x∈Ω Ω(x).

iii) A G−invariant open set Ω in X is a good open set if and only if the restriction
map (f × id)|Ω : G× Ω→ Ω× Ω is semi-proper.

iv) The set of nice points in X, denoted Ωnice, is the union of all good open sets
in X. But, in general, it is not true that Ωnice is itself a good open set (see the
lemma 2.5.3).

v) On the G−invariant open set of normal points of Ωnice we have locally a f-GF
holomorphic quotient for the G−action.

Proof. As Ω is locally compact, it is clear that for any good point x in Ω and
any point y ∈ Ω the couple (x, y) is a good couple. The converse is easy (see the
begining of the proof of the lemma 2.6.3). If Ω is a good open set it is again easy to
see that any couple (x, y) ∈ Ω×Ω is a good couple. The converse is also analoguous
to the begining of the proof of the lemma 2.6.3.
The assertion iii) is already in the lemma 2.5.2. The inclusion of good open set in
Ωnice is obtained in lemma 2.6.3 and the corollary 2.6.4 implies the equality. The
assertion v) is consequence of iv) and of the property v) in the proposition 2.5.4. �

2.7 The conditions [H.1], [H.1str], [H.2] and [H.3].

Now we shall consider the following conditions on the action f .

• There exists a G−invariant dense open set Ω1 in X which admits a
quasi-proper GF holomorphic quotient. [H.1]

Recall that this means that there exists a G−invariant geometrically f-flat holomor-
phic map q : Ω1 → Q1 onto a reduced complex space Q1 such that each fiber of q
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over a point in Q1 is set-theoretically an orbit in Ω1. So the hypothesis [H.1] im-
plies that all G−orbits in Ω1 are closed analytic subsets in Ω1 of the same dimension.

The following stronger form will be useful.

• There exists a G−invariant good open set Ω1 which is Zariski open
and dense in X. [H.1str]

This condition implies [H.1] thanks to the proposition 2.5.4. But it is not true in
general that [H.1] implies the existence of a dense good open set in X.

Remarks.

1. The existence of a dense good open set in X is a natural hypothesis on the
G−action to obtain [H.1], thanks to the proposition 2.5.4. We add here the
condition “Zariski open” for this dense good open set because this assumption
is crucial in our application in order to use the “sub-analytic lemma”.

2. A good open set is always contained in Ωnice which is a G−invariant open set
canonically defined by the action. So a necessary condition for the existence
of a dense good open set in X is the density of Ωnice in X. Also to have a
dense Zariski good open set in X it is necessary that the complement of Ωnice

is contained in a closed nowhere dense analytic subset in X.

3. The hypotheses [H.1] concerns only the structure of the orbits in a G−invariant
dense open set Ω. The existence of a dense good open set in X involves the
defining map f : G×X → X for the action of G on X. So these hypotheses
are at different levels.

Now assume [H.1] and define R := {(x, y) ∈ Ω1 × Ω1 / y ∈ G.x}. It is a closed
analytic set in Ω1 × Ω1 : on the G−invariant open set Ω1 on which there exists a
f-GF holomorphic quotient q1 : Ω1 → Q1, so the equality G.x = G.y is equivalent to
q1(x) = q1(y).
Our second assumption will be :

• The closure R̃ of R in X ×X is an analytic subset and there exists
a G−invariant open dense subset Ω0 ⊂ Ω1 such that for each x ∈ Ω0

G.x = R̃ ∩ ({x} ×X). [H.2]

Remark. For x ∈ Ω0 the orbit G.x is a closed analytic subset in Ω1, so, as we
have R̃ ∩ ({x} × Ω1) = ({x} × G.x), G.x is open in G.x. Then G.x is irreducible
of dimension n and when Ω1 is Zariski open in X, G.x \ G.x is a closed analytic
subset and has dimension at most n − 1. As this analytic set is G−invariant, it
is contained in Y0 ⊂ X, the closed analytic subset in X where the stabilizer has a
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bigger dimension than the generic one.

Now the first projection p1 : R̃ ∩ (Ω0 ×X)→ Ω0 is quasi-proper because we have a
holomorphic section of this map (with irreducible fibers, thanks to [H.2]) which is
given by x 7→ (x, x).
Assuming that Ω0 contains only normal points15 in X, the equidimensionality and
quasi-properness on Ω0 of the projection of R̃ imply that there exists a holomorphic
map

ϕ̄0 : Ω0 → Cfn(X)

where the supports are given by x 7→ G.x and where the multiplicity is generically
equal to 1. Our last hypothesis is :

• The first projection p1 : R̃ → X is strongly quasi-proper . [H.3]

Recall that this condition implies that there exists a modification τ : X̃ → X with
center in the complement of Ω0 such that the map ϕ̄0 extends holomorphically to
X̃. Note that, thanks to [B.13] theorem 2.4.4 (see also [B.15] proposition 3.2.2) a
sufficient condition for [H.3] is that the closure in X × Cfn(X) of the graph of ϕ̄0 is
proper over X.
The following proposition shows that these conditions [H.1], [H.2] and [H.3] are neces-
sary for the existence of a SQP-meromorphic quotient for a completely holomorphic
action of G on X.

Proposition 2.7.1 Assuming that f : G × X → X is a completely holomorphic
action of the connected complex Lie group G on the irreducible complex space X
which has a SQP-meromorphic quotient, then the conditions [H.1], [H.2] and [H.3]
are satisfied.

Proof. Let τ : X̃ → X and q : X̃ → Q be respectively the G−equivariant modi-
fication of X and the f-GF holomorphic map given by the existence of a SQP mero-
morphic quotient for the G−action on X. The conditions to be a SQP-meromorphic
quotient gives an open set Ω1 which is dense, G−stable and which admits a f-GF
holomorphic quotient for the action of G on Ω1. So [H.1] is clear.
Let S be the graph of the equivalence relation given by q on X̃. Then the proper
direct image (τ × τ)(S) is a closed analytic subset in X ×X.
Let R := {(x, y) ∈ Ω1×Ω1 / G.x = G.y}. Then we have R ⊂ (τ×τ)(S)∩(Ω1×Ω1).
To see that R is dense in (τ × τ)(S), remark that on the dense open set Ω0×Ω1 we
have the equality of R and (τ × τ)(S). So the closure R̃ of R in X ×X is analytic.
Moreover, for x ∈ Ω0 the fiber of q at q(x) is equal to G.x, the closure in X̃ of G.x.
So the fiber of R̃ at x is τ(G.x) which is equal to the closure in X of G.x because
τ is proper and G−equivariant. So the condition [H.2] is satisfied.
The composition of q with the holomorphic classifying map ϕ : Q→ Cfn(X̃) for the

15This not restrictive, as we may always assume that X \ Ω0 contains the non normal points in
X. We shall always assume that Ω0 is normal in the sequel, without any more comment.
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fibers of q gives a holomorphic map ψ̃ : X̃ → Cfn(X̃). Composed with the direct
image map, which is holomorphic (see [B.M] ch.IV ; the “quasi-proper” part of this
result is easy, as τ is proper) τ∗ : Cfn(X̃)→ Cfn(X), we obtain a holomorphic map

Φ : X̃ → Cfn(X)

and the restriction of this map to τ−1(Ω0) ' Ω0 satisfies |Φ(x̃)| = G.τ(x). So the
map Φ is a holomorphic extension to X̃ of the map ϕ̃0 : Ω0 → Cfn(X) classifying
the fibers over Ω0 of R̃ via the first projection. This implies that the closure Γ̄ in
X×Cfn(X) of the graph Γ of ϕ̃0 is contained in (τ × τ∗)(∆), where ∆ is the graph of
ψ̃. But ∆ is proper on X via τ ◦ p1 and the set (τ × τ∗)(∆) is closed in X × Cfn(X):
if the sequence (τ(x̃ν), τ∗(Cν))ν converges to (x,C) ∈ X × Cfn(X), up to pass to a
subsequence, we may assume that the sequence (x̃ν)ν converges to some x̃ in τ−1(x),
and then the sequence (Cν)ν converges to ψ(x̃) so that (x,C) = (τ × τ∗)(x̃, ψ(x̃));
this shows our claim. Then Γ̄ is a closed subset in the X−proper set (τ × τ∗)(∆),
so Γ̄ is proper over X and the condition [H.3] is fulfilled. �

2.8 Existence theorem for a SQP-meromorphic quotient

Now we shall prove that conditions [H.1], [H.2] and [H.3] on a completely holo-
morphic action of a connected complex Lie group G on an irreducible complex space
X are sufficient for the existence of a SQP meromorphic quotient.

Theorem 2.8.1 Under the hypothesis [H.1], [H.2] and [H.3] there exists a proper
G−equivariant modification τ : X̃ → X with center contained in X \ Ω0

16 and a
geometrically f-flat holomorphic map

q : X̃ → Q

on a reduced complex space, which give a strongly quasi-proper meromorphic quotient
for the given G−action.

Let Γ ⊂ Ω0 × Cfn(X) be the graph of the holomorphic map ϕ̃0 : Ω0 → Cfn(X)
classifying the fibers of the projection of R̃ on Ω0. Of course the complex space X̃
is the topological space Γ̄ with a structure of a reduced complex space such that
the projection on X is a proper modification. Then the space Q is the image of
X̃ in Cfn(X). So we need some semi-proper direct image theorem for such a map
to prove this result. Such a result is the content of the theorem 2.3.2 of [B.15]

Proof. The first remark is that the hypothesis [H.3] says that the projection
p : Γ̄ → X is a proper topological modification of X. But to apply directly the
part ii) of the theorem 2.3.6 of [B.13] to the projection p1 : R̃ → X we need
quasi-properness of this map. This is given by the proposition 3.2.2 of [B.15] as we

16The dense open subset Ω0 ⊂ Ω1 is defined in the condition [H.2].
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have the condition [H.3].
Then we obtain a proper (holomorphic) modification τ : X̃ → X, with center
Σ ⊂ X \Ω0, and a f−analytic family of cycles in X parametrized by X̃ extending
the family (G.x)x∈Ω0 , corresponding to a “holomorphic” map extending ϕ̄0 :

ϕ̃ : X̃ → Cfn(X).

Now let us prove that this map ϕ̃ is quasi-proper17. This will allow us to apply
the theorem 2.3.2 of loc. cit. and to define the reduced complex space Q as the
image ϕ̃(X̃). Then it will be easy to check that the map ϕ̃ : X̃ → Q is a strongly
quasi-proper meromorphic quotient for the G−action we consider.
If C0 is in Cfn(X) and is not the empty cycle, choose a relatively compact open
set W in X such that any irreducible component of |C0| meets W . Then let
W be the open set in Cfn(X) defined by the condition on the cycle C that any
irreducible component of C meets W . Then we shall prove that there exists a
compact set K in X̃ such that any irreducible component of the fiber of ϕ̃ at a
point inW∩ ϕ̃(X̃) meets K. Let K := τ−1(W̄ ). If (y, C) is in X̃18 with C ∈ W ,
each irreducible component of C meets W . But the fiber of ϕ̃ at C is equal to
|C|, so each irreducible component of ϕ̃−1(C) meets K and the quasi-properness is
proved. �

We conclude by a simple sufficient condition in order to obtain the condition [H.1]
and [H.2] (assuming already [H.2]) which can be useful because the G−invariant
open set Ωnice is canonically defined by the action and so its density in X is a
condition which can be tested directly.

Proposition 2.8.2 Consider a completely holomorphic action of the complex con-
nected Lie group G on the complex space X. Assume that it has a G−invariant
dense open set Ω1 which admits locally a f-GF holomorphic quotient and that it
satisfies also the hypothesis [H.2]. Then it satisfies [H.1] (and [H.2]).

Proof. The hypothesis [H.2] gives an open G-invariant dense subset Ω0 ⊂ Ω1 on
which we have

R̃ ∩ (Ω0 × Ω0) = R∩ (Ω0 × Ω0)

showing that R0 := R∩ (Ω0 ×Ω0) is a closed analytic subset in Ω0 ×Ω0. Note also
that we can assume Ω0 normal, as the set of normal points in X is open dense and
G−invariant.
Now remark that the projection p1 : R0 → Ω0 is quasi-proper and equidimensional.
The quasi-properness is consequence of the existence of the holomorphic section
x 7→ (x, x) of p1 on Ω0. So the map p1 is a f-GF holomorphic map, and is the
projection of the graph of the f-analytic family of cycles in Ω0 given by the fibers of

17This makes sense as the fibers are closed analytic subsets of X̃.
18Recall that, as a topological space, X̃ = Γ̄.
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p1 corresponding to a holomorphic map

ϕ0 : Ω0 → Cfn(Ω0).

We shall prove now that ϕ0 is semi-proper and then, using the semi-proper direct
image theorem 2.3.6 in [B.15], we shall conclude that ϕ0(Ω0) is a reduced complex
space and the map ϕ0 induced a f-GF holomorphic quotient on Ω0 proving [H.1].
So consider a non empty cycle C ∈ Cfn(Ω0) and choose a point xi, i ∈ [1, k] in each
irreducible component of C, where k is a positive integer. Let, for each i, Vi be
an open relatively compact neighbourhood of xi in Ω0 and let V be the open set
in Cfn(Ω0) of cycles C ′ such that each irreducible of C ′ meets ∪i∈[1,k] Vi. Then the
compact set ∪i∈[1,k]V̄i in Ω0 satisfies:

ϕ0(Ω0) ∩ V = ϕ0(∪i∈[1,k]V̄i) ∩ V

which gives the semi-properness of ϕ0: if ϕ0(y) lies in V then let y1 be in ϕ0(y)∩V1.
Then we have y1 ∈ G.y and so ϕ0(y1) and ϕ0(y) have the same support. But a cycle
in ϕ0(Ω0) is determined by its support. Then we have ϕ0(y1) = ϕ0(y). �

The point v) of the in proposition 2.6.5 shows that the G−invariant open set of
normal points in Ωnice admits locally a f-GF holomorphic quotient, we obtain the
following corollary of the theorem 2.8.1.

Corollary 2.8.3 Let G be a complex connected Lie group actin completely holo-
morphically on an irreducible complex space X. Assume that the open set Ωnice is
dense in X and that the hypotheses [H.2] and [H.3] holds, then there exists a SQP
meromorphic quotient. �

3 Application.

3.1 The sub-analytic lemma.

We shall use the following lemma (see [G-M-O]) in our application.

Lemma 3.1.1 Let M be a reduced complex space and Y ⊂ M a closed analytic
subset with no interior point in M . Let R be a closed (complex) analytic subset in
M \Y such that R̄ is a sub-analytic set in M . Then R̄ is a (complex) analytic subset
in M .

This important lemma is a consequence of Bishop’s theorem (see [Bi.64]) and of a
classical result on sub-analytic subsets (see [G-M-O] for more references).

3.2 The G = K.B case: proof of the theorems 1.0.1 and 1.0.2.

Now we shall assume that G is a connected complex Lie group such that we have
G = K.B where B is a closed complex connected subgroup of G and K a compact
real subgroup of G.
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Lemma 3.2.1 In the situation of the theorem 1.0.1, a couple (x, y) ∈ X ×X is a
good couple for the G−action if for any k ∈ K the couple (x, k.y) is a good couple
for the B−action. Moreover, if K normalizes B for any good couple (x, y) for
the B−action and any k ∈ K the couple (k.x, k.y) is again a good couple for the
B−action. This implies that the open set Ωnice/B is stable by K, when K normalizes
B.

Proof. For each k ∈ K there exist Vk(x), V (k.y) respectively open neighbour-
hoods of x and k.y and Lk a compact subset in B such that for any x′ ∈ Vk(x), any
y′ ∈ V (k.y) with y′ = b.x′ for some b ∈ B there exists β ∈ Lk with y′ = β.x′. Now
choose k1, . . . , kN in K such that the compact set K.y is contained in the open set
U := ∪Ni=1 V (ki.y). Then the subset W (y) := {y′ ∈ X / K.y′ ⊂ U} is an open neigh-
bourhood of y in X19. Define also W (x) := ∩Ni=1 Vki(x) and L := ∪Ni=1 Lki . Then
W (x) is an open neighbourhood of x in X, L is a compact set in B and Λ := K.L
is a compact set in G.
Take now x′ ∈ W (x) and y′ ∈ W (y) such that y′ = g.x′ for some g ∈ G. Write
g = k.b with k ∈ K and b ∈ B. Then k−1.y is in V (ki.y) for some i ∈ [1, N ]. As
x′ is in W (x) ⊂ Vki(x), the equality k−1.y′ = b.x′ allows to find β ∈ L such that
k−1.y′ = β.x′ and then γ := k.β is in K.L and y′ = γ.x′.
So the condition that for any k ∈ K the couple (x, k.y) is a good couple for the
B−action implies that the couple (x, y) is a good couple for the G−action.
To prove the converse, it is enough to remark that any compact set Λ in G is
contained in the compact set K.L where L is the compact set in B defined as
L := (K.Λ) ∩B.
If we assume now that K normalizes B then for any k ∈ K the neighbourhoods
k.V (x) and k.V (y) and the compact k.L.k−1 of B give the fact that (k.x, k.y) is
good for the B−action:
if k.y′ and k.x′ are in k.V (x) and k.V (y) respectively and satisfy k.y′ = b.k.x′ for
some b ∈ B, we have y′ = b1.x

′ with b1 := k−1.b.k and so there exists β1 ∈ L such
that y′ = β1.x

′ and this implies k.y′ = β.k.x′ with β := k.β1.k
−1 ∈ k.L.k−1. �

Corollary 3.2.2 In the situation of the theorem 1.0.1, assume that we have a
G−invariant open set Ω which is a good open set for the B−action, then Ω is a
good open set for the G−action.

Proof. Consider a point x ∈ Ω and a compact set M in Ω. Then there exists a
neighbourhood V of x in Ω and a compact set L in B such that b.y ∈ M for some
y ∈ V and some b ∈ B implies that we can find β ∈ L with b.y = β.y. Now assume
that M is K−invariant (here we use the G−invariance of Ω) and that g.y is in M
for some g ∈ G and some y ∈ V . Write g = k.b for some k ∈ K and b ∈ B. Then
b.y is again in M so we can find β ∈ L with β.y = b.y and then g.y = k.β.y with

19We let this exercice on compactness to the reader.
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k.β ∈ K.L which is a compact set in G. So x is a good point for the G−action on
Ω. �

The corollary of the next lemma will give the first part of [H.2] for the G−action
assuming that we have a G−invariant dense, Zariski open, good open set Ω for the
B−action with the condition [H.2] for the B−action.

Lemma 3.2.3 Let Ω be an open G−invariant set. Define the map

χ : K×X×X → X×X by (k, x, y) 7→ (k.x, y) and let p : K×X×X → X×X

be the natural projection. Then we have: p(χ−1(RB)) = RG where we define

RB := {(x, y) ∈ Ω× Ω / B.x = B.y} and RG := {(x, y) ∈ Ω× Ω / G.x = G.y},

and where the closures are taken in X ×X.

Proof. Remark first that

p(χ−1(RB)) = {(x, y) ∈ Ω× Ω / ∃k ∈ K B.k.x = B.y}.

So (x, y) ∈ p(χ−1(RB)) implies y ∈ B.k.x ⊂ G.x and also k.x ∈ B.y; we conclude
that x is in K.B.y = G.y. This gives the inclusion p(χ−1(RB)) ⊂ RG. The opposite
inclusion is easy because G.x = G.y implies that x ∈ K.B.y so there exists k ∈ K
such that k.x ∈ B.y.This gives the equality

p(χ−1(RB)) = RG.

Now the maps χ and p are continuous and proper, so we obtain the inclusion

RG ⊂ p(χ−1(RB)).

Now take (x, y) ∈ p(χ−1(RB)); there exists a sequence (kν , xν , yν) in χ−1(RB) such
that (kν .xν , yν) is a sequence in RB converging to (x, y), as χ is proper and surjec-
tive. So we have B.kν .xν = B.yν and then G.kν .xν = G.yν , so (kν .xν , yν) are in RG.
We conclude that (x, y) is in RG. �

Corollary 3.2.4 In the situation of the previous lemma, assume that X \ Ω is a
(complex) analytic subset with no interior point in X. Assume also that RG is a
closed analytic subset in Ω × Ω. Then if the subset RB is (complex) analytic in
X ×X, the subset RG is also a (complex) analytic subset of X ×X.
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Proof. Note first that the maps χ and p are real analytic, so assuming that RB is
analytic implies that p(χ−1(RB)) is sub-analytic. Then, as we know that RG is an
irreducible closed complex analytic subset, the conclusion follows from the lemma
3.1.1, as our assumption that Ω is a Zariski (dense) open set in X implies that Ω×Ω
is Zariski open (and dense) in X ×X. �

A first step to prove the quasi-properness of RG is our next result.

Lemma 3.2.5 Let assume that the B−action on X satisfies [H.1] and [H.2]. Let
Ω0 ⊂ Ω1 be an open set on which the fiber at any x ∈ Ω0 of RB is equal to B.x (with
some multiplicity). Then the fiber at any x ∈ Ω0 of RG is equal to G.x (with some
multiplicity).

Proof. As we know that the map x 7→ B.x, with generic multiplicity 1, is a
f-analytic family of cycles of X parametrized by Ω0, for each sequence (xν)ν∈N of
points in Ω0 converging to a point x ∈ Ω0 we have (with suitable multiplicity)
B.x = limν→∞B.xν in the topology of Cfd (X). We shall show that this implies, also
with suitable multiplicity, the equality G.x = limν→∞G.xν in the topology of Cfn(X).
As we have G = K.B with K compact, for any y ∈ X we have G.y = K.B.y. So the
inclusion of limν→∞G.xν in the fiber at x of RG is clear. The point is to prove the
opposite inclusion. Let y be a point in the fiber at x ∈ Ω0 of RG. It is a limit of a
sequence yν ∈ G.xν where xν ∈ Ω0 converges to x. Write yν = kν .bν .xν with kν ∈ K
and bν ∈ B. Up to pass to a subsequence, we may assume that the sequence (kν)
converges to a point k ∈ K. So we have k−1.y which is the limit of the sequence
bν .xν . We obtain that k−1.y is in the limit of B.xν which has support equal to B.x.
Then y is in K.B.x = G.x, concluding the proof. �

Proof of the theorem 1.0.1. The hypothesis gives a G−invariant dense,
Zariski open Ω1 which is a good open set for the B−action. The corollary 3.2.2
shows that it is also a good open set for the G−action.
The analyticity of RG in X×X is proved at corollary 3.2.4 as the complement of Ω1

is Zariski closed. The lemma 3.2.5 gives a dense open set Ω0 where the fiber of the
projection p1 of RG at each point x ∈ Ω0 is equal to G.x as a set. This implies the
quasi-properness of p1 over Ω0, because x is in G.x and G is connected; assuming
(which is not restrictive) that Ω0 is normal, we obtain a holomorphic map

Φ : Ω0 −→ Cfn(X)

where the support of Φ(x) is equal to G.x for each x ∈ Ω0 and with generic multi-
plicity equal to 1. This complete the proof of [H.2] for the G−action.
Thanks to proposition 3.2.2 of [B.15], to prove [H.3] it is enough to show that the
closure of the graph ΓG of Φ in X × Cfn(X) is proper on X.
The projection pB : RB → X is strongly quasi-proper so, for any compact V̄ in X,
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the subset T in Clocn (X) of limits of the generic fibers of the projection pG : RG → X
for x ∈ V̄ is a compact set of Clocn (X) thanks to [B.13] theorem 2.3.6 i).
Now choose a relatively compact open set V in X and let V ′ := V ∩Ω0. Then T ′ the
subset of T corresponding to the cycles Φ(x), x ∈ V ′ is a dense open set in T . Note
that for each x ∈ V ′ we have |Φ(x)| = G.x = ∪k∈K k.B.x. This means that for each
x ∈ V ′ the n−cycle Φ(x) is union of d− cycles in the subset S := K.qB(τ−1

B (V̄ ))
where qB is the minimal SQP meromorphic quotient of X for the B−action, and
where K acts on Cfd (X) by direct image of the cycles (note that QB is a closed

analytic subset in Cfd (X) by definition of the minimal SQP meromorphic quotient).

Then S is a compact subset of Cfd (X) and we may apply the proposition 2.2.3. It
gives that T is a compact subset of Cfn(X) and this proves [H.3]. �

Proof of the theorem 1.0.2. We shall reduce the proof of this result to the
theorem 1.0.1 using the following proposition.

Proposition 3.2.6 In the situation of the theorem 1.0.2 there exists a G−invariant
Zariski open set Ω′2 which is dense in X, disjoint from the center ΣB of the mod-
ification τB : X̃B → X such that the map qB : X̃B → QB induces on the open set
τ−1
B (Ω′2) a f-GF holomorphic quotient map on a open dense set Q′B in QB.

Proof. As the argument is not so simple we shall divide this proof in several
steps.

Step 1. The theorem 2.8.1 gives the existence of a SQP meromorphic quotient
for the B−action and thanks to the proposition 2.4.2 we may use the minimal SQP
meromorphic quotient (see definition 2.4.3). Now, using the corollary 2.4.4 we can
assume that K acts continuously and holomorphically on X̃B and QB and that the
holomorphic maps τB and qB are K−equivariant.

Step 2. As the center ΣB of τB is K and B−invariant with no interior point in
X, we can replace the Zariski open set Ω1 by the Zariski open set Ω1 \ ΣB which is
still dense and B−invariant and good for the B−action. To avoid too many change
of notations , we shall simply assume now that Ω1 is disjoint to ΣB and also identify
Ω1 with the open set τ−1

B (Ω1).
Now the set Ω2 := K.Ω1 is again Zariski open dense in X and admits locally a f-GF
holomorphic quotient : it is an union (finite if we want, using the compactness of
K) of good open sets k.Ω1 for the B−action, and it is stiil disjoint from ΣB because
ΣB is K−invariant. So the subset

RB := {(x, y) ∈ Ω2 × Ω2 / B.x = B.y}

is a locally closed analytic subset in Ω2×Ω2. But this will not be enough to apply
the sub-analytic lemma as in the proof of the theorem 1.
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Step 3. We shall construct in Step 4 a Zariski open subset Ω′2 ⊂ Ω2 which is
still dense, K and B−invariant (so G−invariant), such that for each x ∈ Ω′2 the
cycle ϕB(qB(x)) in X is irreducible. Let us show that this will implies that the
subset RB ∩ (Ω′2 × Ω′2) will be closed in (Ω′2 × Ω′2) (and is also analytic) where
ϕB : X̃B → Cfn(X̃B) is the holomorphic map obtained by the composition of qB with
the classifying map of the fibers of the holomorphic f-GF map qB : X̃B → QB.
We know that for x ∈ Ω2 we have B̄.x ⊂ |ϕB(qB(x))|. Assume that we have
(|ϕB(qB(x))|)∩Ω′2 = B.x∪C; then C has pure dimension n and is B−invariant. So
it is a finite union of B−orbits in Ω′2. But as we know that ϕB(qB(x)) is irreducible,
this implies that C = ∅ and so B.x = B.y for (x, y) ∈ Ω′2 ×Ω′2 is then equivalent to
ϕB(qB(x)) = ϕB(qB(y)) which is a closed (analytic) condition.

Step 4. We know, by definition of a SQP meromorphic quotient, that there ex-
ists a B−invariant dense open set Ω0 in X \ ΣB such that ϕB(qB(x)) = B.x for
each x ∈ Ω0. This shows that the general cycle in the family classified by the map
qB ◦ ϕB : X̃B → Cfn(X̃B) is irreducible. So there exists a closed analytic subset Z in
X̃B, which is K and B−invariant, such this irreducibility holds on X̃B \ Z. Then
define Ω′2 := Ω2 ∩ (X̃B \ Z).

The last step is to show that the family of n−cycles in Ω′2 defined by x 7→ B.x is
f-analytic in order to get a f-GF quotient for the B−action on Ω′2. This is given by
the next lemma.

Lemma 3.2.7 Let S and X be irreducible complex spaces and let ϕ : S → Cfn(X)
be an holomorphic map, so the classifying map of a f-analytic family of n−cycles
in X. Assume that all cycles have irreducible supports and are generically reduced.
Let Γ ⊂ S ×X the graph of this family. Let X ′ be a Zariski open subset in X and
assume that there exists a holomorphic map σ : S → X ′ such that σ(x) ∈ |ϕ(x)|.
Then the family s 7→ ϕ(x) ∩X ′ is a f-analytic family of cycles in X ′.

Proof. The only point to prove is that Z ′ := Z ∩ (S×X ′) is quasi-proper on S as
the restriction to an open set of a analytic family of cycles is always an analytic fam-
ily of cycles of this open set. But the existence of a continuous map as σ is enough
for that purpose under our hypothesis : for any compact set K in S the compact set
(idS ×σ)(K) in Z ′ meets any irreducible component of any cycle associated to some
point in K. Remark that the fact that X ′ is Zariski open in X is used to insure
that for any cycle ϕ(s) the cycle ϕ(s) ∩X ′ has at most one irreducible component.
Then the existence of σ implies that it has exactly one irreducible component. �

End of the proof of the theorem 1.0.2. The proposition 3.2.6 gives the
G−invariant dense, Zariski open subset Ω′2 satisfying [H.1str] for the B−action and
we can apply the theorem 1.0.1. �
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3.3 The G = K.A.K case: proof of the theorem 1.0.3.

The proof of the theorem 1.0.3 will use the next lemmata (analoguous to 3.2.2 and
3.2.3).

Lemma 3.3.1 In the G = K.A.K case, a G−invariant good open set for A is a
good open set for G.

Proof. Let M be a K−invariant compact set in Ω and V be a K−invariant com-
pact neighbourhood in Ω of a point x in Ω. Then, as V is uniformly good in Ω
for the action of A, there exists a compact set L in A such that for y ∈ V and
a ∈ A satisfying a.y ∈ M there exists α ∈ L with α.y = a.y. Assume now that for
g ∈ G and y ∈ V we have g.y ∈ M . Write g = k1.a.k2. Then we have a.k2.y ∈ M
and also k2.y ∈ V by the K−invariance of M and V . So there exists α ∈ L with
α.k2.y = a.k2.y and so g.y = k1.α.k2.y where k1.α.k2 is in the compact set K.L.K
of G. This shows that any point x in Ω is a good point for the G−action. �

Lemma 3.3.2 In the G = K.A.K case, consider a G−invariant good open set
Ω for the A−action. Let χ : K × K × X × X → X × X be the map given by
χ(k1, k2, x, y) = (k1.x, k2.y). Define RA := {(x, y) ∈ Ω × Ω / A.x = A.y} and
RG := {(x, y) ∈ Ω× Ω / G.x = G.y}. Then we have

p(χ−1(RA)) = RG and p(χ−1(RA)) = RG

where p : K ×K ×X ×X → X ×X is the projection.

Proof. Remark first that for (x, y) ∈ Ω×Ω, the condition G.y = G.x is equivalent
to the existence of (k1, k2) ∈ K × K such that A.k1.x = A.k2.y. So the inclusion
RG = p(χ−1(RA)) is clear. As p is proper, this implies that RG ⊂ p(χ−1(RA)).
Conversely, consider a sequence (xν , yν) ∈ RA converging to (x, y) ∈ X × X. As
p(χ−1(x, y)) = {(k1.x, k2.y) / (k1, k2) ∈ K×K}, we want to prove that for any fixed
(k1, k2) ∈ K × K we have (k1.x, k2.y) ∈ RG. There exists a sequence ((xν , yν))ν
in RA converging to (x, y). Then (k−1

1 , k−1
2 , k1.xν , k2.yν) is in χ−1((xν , yν)). So

(k1.xν , k2.yν) is in RG for each ν and this sequence converges to (k1.x, k2.y) proving
the inclusion p(χ−1(RA)) ⊂ RG. �

Lemma 3.3.3 In the K.A.K case with the hypotheses of the theorem 1.0.3, we have,
for any x ∈ Ω0, the equality G.x = ∪(k1,k2)∈K×K k1.A.k2.x in X.

Proof. The inclusion of ∪(k1,k2)∈K×K k1.A.k2.x in G.x is clear. To prove the op-
posite inclusion it is enough to prove that the right hand-side is a closed subset in
X. But it is the image by τA of the subset ∪(k1,k2)∈K×K q−1

A (qA(A.k2.x) in X̃A, where

τA, X̃A, qA, QA define the minimal SQP quotient of X for the A−action which exists
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thanks to the theorem 2.8.1 and the proposition 2.4.2. But qA(A.k2.x) = qA(k2.x)
by A−invariance and continuity of qA. Now the set qA(K.x) is compact in QA and
so q−1

A (qA(K.x)) is closed in X̃A and equal to ∪(k1,k2)∈K×K q−1
A (qA(A.k2.x) because

for each y ∈ Ω0 we have q−1
A (qA(y)) = A.y. As τA is proper, it is a closed map and

our right hand-side is a closed set in X. �

Proof of the theorem 1.0.3. The lemma 3.3.1 implies that the Zariski dense
good open set Ω1 for the A−action is good for the G−action, so [H.1str] is true for
G. The lemma 3.3.2 and the sub-analytic lemma 3.1.1 shows that RG is a closed
analytic subset in X × X and its projection on Ω0 is a f-GF flat map, as we may
assume Ω0 normal. The last point is to prove that the closure in X × Cfn(X) of the
graph of the holomorphic map ϕ̄0 : Ω0 → Cfn(X) given generically by x 7→ G.x is
proper over X. We shall apply the proposition 2.2.3 using the following two facts :

1. For a compact set V̄ in X the set K.qA(τ−1
A (V̄ )) is compact in Cfd (X) and

parametrizes a f-continuous family of d−cycles in X.

2. If V̄ is the compact closure of an open set V in X, then for each point x in
V ′ := V ∩Ω0 the cycle ϕ̄0(x) is an union of some d−cycles in the above family,

where we use the minimal SQP meromorphic quotient of X for the A−action. The
first point uses the continuous action of K on Cfd (X) by the direct image of cycles.
The second point is consequence of the lemma 3.3.3. Then the proposition 2.2.3
gives the condition [H.3] for the G−action as in the proof of the theorem 1.0.1 and
we conclude the proof using the theorem 2.8.1. �

3.4 Relation between the two quotients.

In this section we consider a connected complex Lie group G and we assume that
we have G = K.B where K is a compact real subgroup and B a complex connected
closed subgroup of G. We shall also indicate some analoguous results in the case
G = K.A.K. We also assume that G acts completely holomorphically on a irre-
ducible complex space X.

Proposition 3.4.1 Assume that there exists a SQP meromorphic quotient for this
action but also for the corresponding action of B. Then there exists a holomorphic
map

h : QB → QG

where QB and QG are the minimal SQP quotients of X respectively for the B−action
and the G−action, such that we have the equality qB ◦h = qG on the strict transform
of X̃G by the modification τB.
Moreover, if K normalizes B, there are natural K−actions on X̃B and QB, the map
qB is K−equivariant and the holomorphic map h is K−invariant.
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Proof. Consider the two diagrams corresponding to the two SQP meromorphic
quotients of X by the actions of B and G

X̃B

τB
��

qB // QB

X

X̃G

τG
��

qG // QG

X
and let σ : Y → X̃B be the strict transform of the modification τG by the modi-
fication τB. Then the first assertion is a consequence of the theorem 2.4.5 as the
meromorphic map qG : X 99K QG is B−invariant.
The second assertion is consequence of the corollary 2.4.4. �

In the G = K.A.K case, assuming that the SQP meromorphic quotient exists for
the actions of A and G, using the A−invariance of the meromorphic map X 99K QG

and the theorem 2.4.5, we obtain that there exists also a holomorphic map between
the corresponding minimal quotients h : QA → QG which satisfies the equality
qA ◦ h = qG on the strict transform of X̃G by the modification τA.

Of course a natural question about the holomorphic map h : QB → QG defined in
the previous proposition is its properness. Our next result gives a sufficient condition
to obtain a partial result.

Proposition 3.4.2 Assume that the B−action and the G−action on X admit a
SQP meromorphic quotient. Assume that there exists a G−invariant open set Ω
in X, disjoint from the centers of the modifications τB and τG associated to the
minimal SQP quotients of X, on which we have a f-GF holomorphic quotient for
the G−action, and such that for each x ∈ Ω we have q−1

G (qG(x)) = G.x in X̃G.
Then the map hΩ : qB(Ω) → qG(Ω), induced by the restriction of the holomorphic
map h : QB → QG, is proper.

Proof. We shall prove that if M is a compact set in Ω then we have the inclusion
h−1(qG(M))∩ qB(Ω) ⊂ qB(K.M). As K.M is a compact set in Ω, this will prove the
properness of the map hΩ because the map qG is open, so each compact set in qG(Ω)
can be cover by finitely many open sets qG(Vi) where Vi is a relatively compact open
subset in Ω; then any compact set in qG(Ω) is contained in qG(M) where M is the
compact set ∪i∈I V̄i of Ω.
Consider a point y ∈ h−1(qG(M))∩ qB(Ω). So there exists a point x ∈M such that
h(y) = qG(x). But from our hypothesis we know that q−1

G (qG(x)) = G.x in X̃G. Also
there exists also a point x0 ∈ Ω such that y = qB(x0). This implies the equality
h(qB(x0)) = qG(x0) = qG(x) because qB◦h = qG on Ω. So x0 is in G.x∩Ω = G.x. We
conclude that there exists k ∈ K such that x0 is in B.k.x and then qB(x0) = qB(k.x)
and k.x is in K.M . �

Remark that the existence of a SQP meromorphic quotient for the G−action implies
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the existence of a G−invariant open dense subset Ω0 satisfying all the hypotheses
of the previous proposition excepted the fact that Ω0 is disjoint from the center
of τB. So under the hypothesis that the closed set K.ΣB, where ΣB is the center
of the modification τB, has no interior point in X, the existence of the two SQP
meromorphic quotients is enough to conclude that there exists a G−invariant open
dense set Ω in X for which the map hΩ is proper.
So the following corollary is immediate.

Corollary 3.4.3 Under the hypotheses of the theorem 1.0.1 there exists a dense
open set Ω in X, disjoint from the center of the modifications τB and τG, such that
the map hΩ : qB(Ω)→ qG(Ω) is proper. �

With analoguous argument we obtain also such a result in the K.A.K case.

Corollary 3.4.4 Under the hypotheses of the theorem 1.0.3 there exists a dense
open set Ω in X, disjoint from the center of the modifications τA and τG, such that
the map hΩ : qA(Ω)→ qG(Ω) is proper. �
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